
Pre-Installation Supplementary 

Information: 
Nivano CTe2 
Shower & Changing Table 

Important: The Pre-Installation Information document must be read and understood first 

before proceeding with this supplemental instruction.  

The frame is set square at the factory prior to testing. However, due to shipping and 

handling, the frame may have moved out of square and must be set correctly during the 

installation process. 

Fig1. Fixing the changing table to the wall: 

 Present the changing table up to the wall.

Position the changing table into the desired

position, ensuring it is centrally located in the

designated area of the wall.

 Using a spirit level, ensure the top mounting

plate is horizontal and the uprights are vertical.

If the top mounting plate is not horizontal,

adjust the feet on the changing table until it is

(Fig2). Mark out the top fixing holes (Fig1).

 Drill the holes into the wall for the top mounting

fixings.
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Checking the frame is set correctly: 

 Loosely fit the fixings into the top fixing holes,

so it is supported by them. Hand tight will be

sufficient.

 Using a set square, ensure the top mounting

plate is set 90° to the upright posts. (Fig3.)

Check both uprights.

 To adjust the angle (if required), move the

bottom of the frame to either side as required

by pushing it, left or right (Fig4.)

 Once the frame is square and the angles are

correct at 90°, mark out the bottom fixing holes

positions.

 Drill the wall for the bottom fixings and then fix

the changing bed to the wall. Double check the

angles in case it has moved during fixing.

 Once they are checked, tighten up all 4 of the

fixings correctly.
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